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TAXING ISSUES
THE QUARTERLY BULLETIN FROM CAPITAL GES



Welcome to the second issue of Taxing Issues in 2017.

In this second issue of 2017 we provide an important article about the recent case concerning 
the gig economy in the UK.

We also provide you with a brief update on the 2017 UK Budget with respect to individual income 
tax, together with an article about the new tax regime in Italy aimed at attracting foreign high-net-
worth individuals.

Our country profiles in this issue cover Peru and Italy, providing a useful summary of living, 
taxation and social security information for each country.

Finally, we look at the changes in Brazil concerning the modernisation of their labour laws with 
outsourcing and temporary work in an effort to create a new employment environment and 
generate jobs.

I hope you will find this new edition useful and would welcome your feedback at 

news@capital-ges.com

Matt Walters
SVP Operations
matt.walters@capital-ges.com
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Deliveroo is latest company to 
face a tribunal over the status of 
its workers

Last year, ride-hailing app Uber lost a landmark 
employment tribunal which ruled that the app’s 
drivers were employees rather than contractors. 
A similar case was lost by cycle courier service 
CitySprint earlier this year, and now Deliveroo 
has become the latest company to enter the legal 
discussion around the gig economy as this online 
food delivery services faces its own tribunal. 

Undoubtedly, the Uber case, one of the first of 
its kind, has set a precedent for a more open 
conversation around the issue of the status 
of workers employed in the gig economy. The 
tribunal will determine the employment status of 
Deliveroo’s riders, more specifically whether they 
are independent contractors or employees. If the 
tribunal rules in favour of the riders, as was the 
case with Uber and CitySprint, Deliveroo could be 
forced to provide its riders with statutory benefits 
including sick pay, holiday pay and the national 
minimum wage. 

The case has been brought forward by the 
Independent Workers' Union of Great Britain 
(IWGB) as until recently, Deliveroo’s employment 
contracts stated that its riders were not permitted 
to take the company to tribunal. Deliveroo has 
since removed the clause, however, the IWGB 
will represent the company’s riders as a statutory 
union at the tribunal. 

In its claims, the IWGB states that Deliveroo 
has “bogusly” labelled its riders as independent 
contractors and that it intends to “expose 
Deliveroo’s sham operations and force them 
to finally reckon with the rule of the law”. The 
difficulty here is that there is still little in the way 
of clarification when it comes to the law and the 
gig economy. Following its own ruling, CitySprint 
called upon the Government to provide “better 
support and help for businesses across the UK 
who could be similarly affected”.

The tribunal will begin in May, and it is expected 
that if the IWGB is successful, even more cases 
of this nature will emerge. We can certainly expect 
similar cases to arise as the number of high-profile 
cases such as Uber, CitySprint and now Deliveroo 
continues to increase.

Tribunal for 
Deliveroo

Image source: Evening Standard news
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UK Spring Budget
Highlights 2017-2018

The Spring Budget 2017-18 was presented to Parliament by the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer on 8 March 2017. Details of the Budget relating to personal taxation are 
summarised as follows:

• Company directors and private shareholders will have the tax-free dividend allowance reduced from GBP 5’000 to 
GBP 2’000 from April 2018

• The main rate of Class 4 National Insurance contributions is increased from 9% to 10% in April 2018 and to 11% in 
April 2019

• Increase of personal allowance to GBP 11’500

• The higher rate tax threshold (40%) will be increased by GBP 2’000 to GBP 45’000 from April 2017

• Those looking to move a UK pension offshore face a 25% tax charge under a crackdown on pension transfers. The 
charge will not apply to everybody, but could affect individuals requesting transfers to qualified recognised overseas 
pension schemes on or after 9 March 2017.

There was no windfall giveaway from the Chancellor, certainly not compared with the Autumn Statement, and he 
made it clear that the Government would not be drawn into spending more than it collects. It is completely conceivable 
that the Treasury is looking at what funds it may need to release in the years following Brexit. Not surprisingly, he did 
not characterise this money as a "Brexit fighting fund" – indeed, Brexit was barely mentioned.
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On 8 March 2017, the Italian Tax Authorities (ITA) issued Protocol No. 47060 
provided for implementing rules with respect to the favourable tax regime for 
new residents introduced by Law No. 232 of 11 December 2016 (the Budget 
Law for 2017). It is inspired by the British resident non-domiciled regime 
and regimes effective in other EU countries such as Portugal and Malta. It is 
obviously a regime reserved for high-net-worth individuals who transfer their 
fiscal residence in Italy, and it targets investments and the consumption that 
these people bring with them.

Italy attracting new wealthy residents 
with favourable tax regime



Under article 24-bis of Presidential 
Decree No. 917 of 22 December 1986, 
qualifying individuals transferring their 
tax residence to Italy may opt for the 
application of a substitute tax on their 
foreign income, with the exception of 
capital gains on substantial participations 
realised within the first five tax years of 
exercising the option. They may also 
choose to exclude from the application 
of the regime foreign income arising in 
one or more countries in order to apply 
the general tax rules and benefit from the 
applicable treaty relief. 

The option must be exercised in the annual income 
tax return related to the tax year of transfer or to the 
subsequent tax year. 

Qualifying individuals may also apply for a tax ruling. 
ITA clarified that applications may be submitted – 
electronically, via registered mail or in person – to the 
Central Directorate of Assessment (Direzione Centrale 
Accertamento). Applications must include the following: 

• The individual's identification data and tax number, as 
well as his address, if already resident in Italy

• Indication of tax residence abroad for at least nine of the 
previous 10 tax years

• The country or countries of residence prior to the 
transfer; and

• The countries for which the individual opts not to benefit 
from the application of the substitute tax.

In addition to the above, the applicant must complete a 
specific checklist and, where relevant, submit supporting 
documentation. With respect to the payment procedure, 
qualifying individuals must pay a flat substitute tax of 
EUR 100’000 plus an additional EUR 25’000 for each 
qualifying relative, for each tax year of exercising the 
option. The payment is due by the same deadline as the 
payment of the balance of individual income tax, i.e. 30 
June of the following year. Once the Italian tax authorities 
issue a favourable ruling (after having prepared time-
consuming measures of preventive assessment and 
information exchange), all foreign incomes will be 
admitted to the substitute tax regime for a 15 year period.

The fact that other EU member countries passed similar 
rules, should make this law survive from a constitutional 
and EU law standpoint. With the Brexit process under 
way, it is quite a clever move to try to attract those high-
net-worth clients from London.
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Country Profile: 
Peru

Capital: 
Population: 
Language:

Exchange rate: 
Time zone:  
Electricity: 
Cost of living:

Tax year: 

Lima
32’092’199 (March 2017 est.)
Spanish (official) 84.1%, Quechua (official) 13%, Aymara (official) 
1.7%, Ashaninka 0.3%, other native languages (includes a large 
number of minor Amazonian languages) 0.7%, other (includes 
foreign languages and sign language) 0.2% (2007 est.)
GBP 1 = 3.98537 Peruvian Nuevo Sol (PEN) (21 March 2017)
GMT -5
230 V; 60Hz
Lima ranked 141th most expensive world city - Mercer Worldwide 
Survey 2016
1st January to 31st December 

Income Tax 

An individual can be a resident or a non-resident for 
Peruvian tax purposes, regardless of his/her citizenship. 
Individuals become tax residents if present in Peru for a 
period exceeding 183 days within any 12-month period. 
Nonetheless, this status can be lost by being absent from 
Peruvian territory for at least 184 non-consecutive days 
during the previous year. 

Tax residents, Peruvian or foreign, are subject to tax on 
their worldwide income while non-residents are taxed 
only on Peruvian-sourced income. Foreign tax-resident 
individuals will be subject to tax on their worldwide 
income unless Double Tax Treaties’ provisions apply. 
Extended business travellers are considered non-
residents of Peru for tax purposes.

Employment income, income from independent personal 
services and capital income from interests, royalties or 
capital gains are all taxable. Peruvian individual income 
taxes are calculated using a progressive scale expressed 
in tax units. These units are established each year by the 
government and the current value for 2017 is 1 tax unit 
= 4.050 Peruvian Nuevos Soles (PEN). Taxable income 
rates start at 8% for income up to 5 tax units (approx. 
USD 6.17508) and go as high as 30% for income starting 
at 45 tax units (approx. USD 55.5757).

In addition to Peru’s domestic legislation, Peru has 
ratified eight agreements to prevent double taxation and 

allow cooperation between tax authorities in Switzerland, 
Portugal, Korea, Mexico, Canada, Chile, Brazil and the 
CAN (known in Spanish as “Comunidad Andina”, which is 
comprised of Ecuador, Colombia and Bolivia). In addition, 
some of them have already taken effect: Korea, Mexico, 
Canada, Brazil, Chile and the CAN.

Social Security

Social security contributions include health-related 
contributions along with pension funds. For both 
contributions, it is possible for either the employee or the 
employer to opt for either the national public system or a 
private service provider. 

Health contributions are paid only by the employer at a 
9% rate of the total compensation paid to the employee. 
Pension funds are withheld by the employer on a monthly 
basis and vary according to the kind of affiliation, private 
or public. In the case of the employee being affiliated 
to the national pension system, the contribution is 
13%. If the employee is affiliated to a private fund, the 
contribution ranges from 11.74% to 13.05%.

Foreigners leaving Peru and ending their employment 
obligations in the country may ask to get 10% of their 
pension account transferred to either a pension fund or 
a bank account abroad, provided they were affiliated to a 
private fund.
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Individuals who are registered at the Italian civil registry 
for the greater part of the tax year or whose habitual 
abode is in Italy or whose centre of vital interests is in 
Italy, are regarded as tax resident and are taxed on their 
worldwide income. Non-residents are taxable on Italian-
source income and on income arising in connection with 
activities in Italy. 

Income from employment or self-employment, most 
benefits in kind, income from immovable property, 
investments and from business is subject to tax. The 
mandatory employer and employee contributions are 
exempt from tax as well as certain contributions to special 
funds for medical assistance, according to collective 
employment contracts and voluntary contributions to 
qualified pension funds or life insurances within strict 
limits. 

The rates of income tax are progressive, ranging from 
23% on income of up to EUR 15’000 per year, to 27% 
on EUR 15’001 to EUR 28’000, to 38% on EUR 28’001 
to EUR 55’000, to 41% on EUR 55’001 to EUR 75’000 
and to 43% on income of more than EUR 75’000 per 
year. There are additional regional (1.23% to 3%) and 
municipal (0 to 0.8%) taxes. Tax residents may deduct 
minor personal allowances. 

In addition, for tax years 2014 to 2017, the above 
progressive rates are increased by a 3% surcharge 
solidarity contribution in respect of the whole aggregate 

taxable income of the resident individual that exceeds 
EUR 300’000 per year.

Married couples are taxed separately on their earned 
income and on half of the income from communal 
property or from minor children. Employers have to 
withhold tax at source on the employment income which 
is creditable against the individual’s tax liability. Taxpayers 
who derive taxable income in excess of certain limits 
must file an annual tax return between 1 May and 31 July 
of the year following the tax year (by 31 October if filing 
electronically). 

There is no wealth tax in Italy. Inheritance and gift taxes 
are small ranging from 4% to 8% depending on the lineal 
connection.

Social Security
The Italian social security system covers life insurance, 
health, maternity, disability, unemployment and family 
allowances. Employers must withhold social security 
contributions due by the employee. The employer’s 
aggregate contributions range from approximately 
30% to 35% while employee’s contributions amount to 
approximately 10% of the gross salary. 

Social security contributions are deductible for corporate 
income tax purposes.

Country Profile: 
Italy

Capital: 
Population: 
Language:
Exchange rate: 
Time zone: 
Electricity: 
Cost of living:

Tax year: 

Rome
59'798’853 (2017 est.)
Italian (German, French and Slovenian minorities)
GBP 1 = EUR 1.15 (17 March 2017)
GMT+1 (+2 in summer)
230V/50Hz
Rome ranked 58th most expensive city in the world - Mercer 
Worldwide Survey 2016
1st January to 31st December

Income Tax 
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The lower house of the Brazilian Congress 
passed a bill on 22 March 2017 that allows 
companies to outsource any job, which was 
opposed by unions to reform the country's 
outdated labour laws.

The bill (PL 4302/98), approved by 231 to 
188 votes, allows outsourcing for core and 
non-core activities; imposes the health and 
safety supervision and the subsidiary liability 
to the service recipient; extends from three 
months to 180 days the maximum duration 
of temporary work contracts; and prohibits 
consecutive contracts, unless the company 
observes a minimum break of three months 
in-between.

Today, there is no specific legislation on 
outsourcing in Brazil although labour courts’ 
major understanding is that outsourcing 
can only be allowed for a company’s non-
core activities. The uncertainty around 
outsourced workers is also exacerbated 
due to the nature of Brazilian employment 

law, which adopts the concept of “reality 
agreement” or substance over form. Under 
this concept, a worker can be qualified easily 
as an employee regardless of what has been 
agreed by the parties in a written contract, if 
the underlying reality is deemed employment. 

Despite the huge controversy surrounding the 
bill, Brazilian President Michel Temer sees 
the approval as a key measure to create new 
jobs and assist to extract Brazil from the long 
recession the country has been experiencing. 
On the other hand, Unions say it will make 
employment more precarious and increase 
the unemployment risk.

Another outsourcing bill (PL 4330/04) will 
be put to vote in the Senate shortly, which 
regulates other aspects of outsourcing such 
as the extension of the benefits (medical 
assistance, meals and transportation) offered 
to the workers of the service recipient to the 
outsourced workers.

Brazil moves to allow outsourcing in 
labour law modernisation 



CONTACT US

Speak to one of our experts to see how 
Capital GES can help you.

GET IN TOUCH

Swiss office
Matt Walters

matt.walters@capital-ges.com
+41 327 329 700

US office
Javier Romeu

javier.romeu@capital-ges.com
+1 954 803 4362

UK office
Nick Broughton

nick.broughton@capital-ges.com
+44 7539 337 563

Brazil office
Ana Vizzotto

ana.vizzotto@capital-ges.com.br
+55 31 3194 8150
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